Notice to All Wannabe Interlopers:

There is no way in Hell that Keith Livingway bought "The United States of America" or any special right related to it at a Naval Auction or via any other action he has pretended to take. Our actual copyright to that name is held in sovereign jurisdiction and is not transferable or for sale to any commercial entity whatsoever. Livingway picked up on pieces of the Scottish interloper that infringed on our copyrights in 1868: The United States of America, Incorporated, not The United States of America [Unincorporated]. The Scottish corporation was bankrupted in 1907. The bankruptcy settled in 1953. The Navy was selling off whatever scrap was left. Keith totally misunderstood what he was buying and the provenance of it, and therefore misinterpreted the meaning of it.

Our actual government is a government of, for, and by the people ----- not a government of, for, and by the persons.

This is a fundamental understanding that must be accepted by everyone concerned. And the Maxim of Law that applies, as I noted yesterday, is: "Possession by pirates does not change ownership."

The Scottish corporation deceitfully calling itself "The United States of America" for purposes of pillaging and press-ganging, kidnapping our people into foreign conscription, and seizing false title to our assets, was a criminal operation intent on inland piracy. If the Navy had been worth beans, it would have intercepted and prosecuted this Pretender.

That it succeeded in its fraud is of no concern to us at this point, as there is no statute of limitation on the crime of fraud and there is no cessation of probate related to any estate.

We are here to collect our assets and we will prosecute any and all foreign corporations infringing upon our copyrights, titles, and interests or attempting to insinuate themselves as Successors to any constitutional contract by a process of assumption.

I hope that makes it all abundantly clear to everyone, including the supporters of the French corporation attempting to do business as "The Republic" and the Scottish doppleganger attempting to do business as "THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA".

We are all thoroughly sick of these deceits, this disservice, and this dishonor. We want no more Pretenders of any kind or stripe. Moreover, as of October 9, 2018, the Delegated Powers returned to us by Operation of Law, as I have explained elsewhere.

What this means is that there is no longer any "federal" government of the kind we have been dealing with. The only actual government left standing in international jurisdiction is our lawful Federation of States formed September 9, 1776.

Go figure.
There aren't going to be any new interlopers picking up "governmental services contracts" by assumption here.

And all the BS is at an end. All the Europeans can go home and read their tea leaves from now on, and horribly confused people like Keith Livingway can stand down.
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